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Abstract
Time-resolved quantitative magneto-optical imaging has been used to study the
magnetic flux density and current density distribution in a Yba2Cu30 7-6 thin film at T =
24K, as a function of the frequency and the phase of an applied AC transport current. In
the range from 100Hz to 1000Hz no changes in the flux distribution with the AC
frequency have been observed.
The phase dependent flux distribution can be described with an extended critical state
model, which assumes that the transport current distributes in the sample in such a way,
that the self field inside the sample is zero. The total current distribution is given by the
sum o f the time dependent transport current and the shielding current due to an externa l
magnetic field. Deviations from this model can be attributed to thermally activated flux
creep.

TIME-RESOLVED MAGNETO-OPTICAL IMAGING OF SUPERCONDUCTING
YBCO THIN FILMS IN THE HIGH-FREQUENCY AC CURRENT REGIME
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Introduction

TIk' development, of high tem perature superconductors for technical applications has mad*'
great progress in recent years, the introduction of economic m anufacturing processes for
YB a- 2C uz O -js iX B CO ) based superconducting cables brings practical applications closer
[1]. T he range of applications is with': In the electric power grid high tem perature su
perconducting cables can reduct' energy losses, used in the coils of electric m otors and
generators they increase the efficiency while a t the same tim e reducing size anti weight of
those engines [2, 3]. In most applications the superconductors will be in the form of thin
strips which art; exposed to external m agnetic fields anti are used to carry AC currents
w ith frequencies up to 1000Hz. To understand anti to optim ize the electric anti mag
netic properties of high tem perature superconductors under these conditions, the spatial
distribution of the m agnetic field anti the current, density plays an im portant role.
Studies of the spatial distribution of the m agnetic field in thin films of high tem perature
superconductors have been done using m agneto-optical imaging techniques [4, 5, 6 ]. The
results are commonly interpreted in term s of the critical staff' model [7, 8 , 9]. However,
those studies have been lim ited to static m easurem ents, such as constant m agnetic field
and DC applied current, or to m easurem ents under rather slowly evolving conditions like
therm al relaxation of m agnetic flux in the remanent, state. Dynamic studies w ith high
tim e resolution in the practically im portant cast' of high frequency alternating currents
have not been done yet.

There are effects th a t can potentially result in a. difference

between the flux distribution in the AC and in static regimes:
In low tem perature superconductors a non-equilibrium penetration of magnetic flux
has recently been observed [10 ]. Triggered by local therm o-m agnetic instabilities, flux
lint's can penetrate into the m aterial locally in largo quantities anti on a very short tim e
scale. If those so called flux jum ps occur in YBCO conductors under the' influence of an
AC current with a, period com parable to the timesoale of the jum ps, this could lead to a.
different, flux penetration into the m aterial than in static cast's anti potentially also mean
a, frequency dependence of the flux distribution [11 ].
2

A second relevant effect, is the; well known therm al relaxation of the m agnetic flux
distribution inside type II superconductors. Although relaxation usually takes place on
longer tim e scab's, it could possibly lead to a different flux distribution for different fre
quencies of an applied current.
M otivated by these questions, this work has the following objectives:
• Determ ine if the flux distribution inside a thin film of YBa->Cuz07^^ changes with
the frequency of ail applied current, in the practically im portant range of 100Hz to
1000Hz.
• M easure the spatial distribution of m agnetic flux density and current density as
a function of the phase of the applied current, and compart' the results to the
predictions of the critical sta te model.
To achieve this, a time-resolved m agneto-optical imaging technique has been devel
oped w ith contributions from this work. It is capable of m easuring cyclic m agnetic flux
distributions in planar superconductors carrying alternating current, w ith frequencies up
to 1000Hz, with high spatial resolution.
T he thesis is organized as follows: In section 2 a general introduction to the behavior
of superconductors in m agnetic fields is given and the critical state; model is outlined.
Flux and current distributions relevant for this work as predicted by the critical state 1
mealed are given. In section 3 an introduction to the; magne;to-opt.ie:al imaging te;e:hniepie;
in general is giveai, anel the; expeaimeaital se;tup useel in this weak is pre;seait,e;ei. T he results
e>f the fre;que;ncy elepeaideuit anel the; phase elepeaideait, stuelie's are; pre;se;nte;el in sendiems 4
and 5, and are' summarized in the coimlusion in section (i.

2

T heory

2.1

In tr o d u c tio n to S u p erco n d u cto rs

T he most distinguishing and well known property of superconductors is the loss of electric
resistivity when they are cook'd below a m aterial dependent transition tem perature Tr. El
em entary superconductors, such as Pb, Nb, Hg, have transition tem peratures T(. < 9.5A ,
whereas complex high tem perature superconductors such a,s YBa-zCuzOj with Tr = 92K
have transition t('inp('ra.tnrc'S well above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen at 7 7 .3 5 /i.
For the rem aining resistivity in the superconducting state only an upper bound on tin 1
order of p < 10 “ 259 m can be experim entally determ ined, the theoretical value is p — 0 .
However, there are certain conditions under which superconductors exhibit a finite electric
resistance, this effect will be discussed later in this section.
T he second distinguishing feature of superconductors is their behavior in magnetic
fields. Since p ~ 0 , one expects th a t superconductors behave like ideal diam agnets w ith a.
m agnetic susceptibility y = —1 . If a m agnetic field H a is applied, a. macroscopic current
flowing along the sample surface is induced. Since it is not attenuated by electric resis
tance, the induced current, creates a m agnetization M = —//„., thus completely shielding
the field from the bulk of the superconductor. But superconductivity is more' than just
p — 0 , arid based on their different response to applied m agnetic fields two types of su
perconductors (‘an be distinguished. T he m agnetization curve for both types is shown in
figure 1 .

T yp e I :

Superconductors of this type behave like ideal diam agnets for applied mag

netic fields H u < Hr, where Hr is a m aterial and tem perature dependent critical field.
Macroscopic shielding currents flow around the sample in a. thin surface layer with a thick
ness of the London penetration depth A arid expel the field completely from the bulk of
the sample. If Ha > Hc superconductivity breaks down and the sample assumes the nor
mal conducting state with M = 0. The m agnetization curve of a. typo I superconductor is

4

Ai _M

►
0

HC

Ha

0

Hc1

Hc2

H:

Figure 1: M agnetization eurve for type I and type II superconductors. Thee negative of
tl'ie niagiK'tization is plotted on the positive' Y axis.
displayed in figure' 1(a). Most edemeental supeuxxmelued.eu's suedi as H g , Pb anel Al beelemg
to this type'.
The' abrupt breeakeleewn e>f supem m ductivity from Al = —Ha to M = 0 at a. precise'
m agnetic fie'lel Ha = H r is an idealized behavior, which is edeseerveeel only if dem agnetization
effects can be' lieglecteel.

In geneeral, a. eleemagnetizatiem factea 0 < n < 1 has to bei

considered anel supeaexmeluctivitv vanishes graelually in the; range' (1 — n ) H r < H a <
Hr. Dem agnetization eeffexts are' eleeseiribeeel brieefiy laten in this section, but since type' 1
niate'rials are' imt in the' fbeais of this weak, the breeakeleewn e>f supeerexmelueetivity in this
eeasee is neet eliscusseeel furthe'r.

T y p e II :

For magne'tie1 fiedels less than a. leaven eritieal fie'lel H rl tlie'se' nnite'rials behave

like' type' I supenexuieluehens. Aberve this threeshedel magne'tie: flux peeneetrate's the' bulk of the'
supenexmelucten in a. epiantizexl way in the' form single' flux line's while' the sample' remains
in the' supeuexmelueting state'. As thee appliexl fie'lel is ineTexisexl nmree flux line's e'iite>r the'
the' sample 1anel the' magne'tizatiem is ixxluexxl graelually (Fig. 1 (b)). ()ne:e the' appliexl fiedd
reache's an uppeer e:ritie*al fie'lel H (2 the' density of flux line's insiele1 thee sample' assumes its
maximum, anel supeaexmeluetivity bn'aks eknvm Senim e'le'ine'iital supeTexuieluetens, sueh
as Nb, anel C in the' form e>f naimtube's, as we'll as the' texdmieeally im pentant eelass eef high
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H

Normal conducting

Mixed state

0

Figure 2: Phase diagram for type II superconductors.
tem perature superconductors, which are in the focus of this work, are of this type. In
the following a sum m ary of the m ost im portant properties of type II superconductors is
given.
The phase diagram of a type II superconductor in the plane H { T ) is shown in Fig.
2. Both critical fields are m aterial and tem perature dependent with Hci ^ ( T ) —> 0 as
T —> Tc. T < Tc. For H < Hrl(T) the m agnetic field is shielded completely from the bulk
and the sample is said to be in a complete Meissner state. The sta te between H ci(T)
and H,a(T), where the sample is partially penetrated by m agnetic flux lines, is called the
mixed state. For fields above Hc2(T) the sample is in the norm al conducting state.
In high tem perature superconductors H ci and Hc2 also depend on the orientation of
the field relative to the crystal growth axis c, which is due to the layered crystal structure
of these m aterials. For Y B a 2CuzO-j single crystals the lower critical field at T = OK lies
between Hcl( 0 ) = 200Oe for H || c and Hci ( 0 ) = 1100Oe for H _L c [12]. The upper
critical field in high tem perature superconductors is generally very high, which is another
advantage in technical applications besides their high Tc. In single crystalline Y B a 2CuzOj
at T —» OK the upper critical field is

D e m a g n e tiz a tio n e ffe c ts

hqH c2

> 100T for the field orientation H T c [13].

Depending on the shape of the sample, dem agnetization

effects can become im portant for the m agnetization behavior of a superconductor. De-

Figure 3: Flux lines th a t are penetrating a type II superconductor in the mixed state
Hc l < H < H (:2
m agnetization describes the increase of the m agnetic field imm ediately outside the sample
due to the flux th a t is expelled from the inside and which has to bend around the sample.
Since y = —1 in the Meissner state, this effect is much stronger in superconductors than
in norm al diam agnetic metals, where |y| < 10 - 4 .
In Fig. 4 the distribution of m agnetic field lines around superconducting sample's with
different geometries is shown. For a long, thin rod w ith a magne'tie fie'lel applied parallel
to its axis, the field is homogeneous along the' sample surface except at the ends, and
elemagnetizatiem e;an be ne.glect.exl. Feu a spherical sample' it earn be' simwn[14] th a t due; to
the beaiding of flux line's the fie'lel on the equatorial circle is higher than the applies! fie'lel
by a factor of 3/2, and eleniagnetization can not be ne'glevte'd. For a thin him sample; with
the magnetic; field applied perpendicular to its surface, as it is the case; in the experim ents
eicescribod in this work, field line's arc; also stremgly bent arounel the' sample; anel the' inem ise
e)f the; magne'tie; fie'lel at the edges out.siele; the sample' earn alse) not be' ne;glee:te;el.

V o rtic e s —

In the' mixexl state' bc;twc;en H ri anel

the magne'tie' fie'lel pc;netrate;s

the; bulk of a type' II supe'icenielueior in the form of epiantizeel flux line's (Fig. 3). Each
line' exmtains an amenint of flux th at is an intcgc'r m ultiple of the; flux eiuantum 0 O — h / 2 c,
whe're h is the Plane;k e;onstant anel e is the; c;leane;ntary charge. In the' e;e;nt,e;r of a. flux
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A

A

H =3/2 Ha

Figure' 4: Demiagimtizatiem e'ffects in a long rod with magne'tie- fit'ld applied paralk'l to its
axis, for a spherical sample and a, thin film sample w ith perpendicular field. In the rod
dem agnetization can be neglected, not so in the sphere and in the thin film. The field on
the equatorial circle of the; sphere can be analytically determ ined to be H = 3/2 x Ha.
line the m aterial is in the norm al conducting pha.se and m agnetic field lines can exist.
Surrounding this region there are circular shielding currents flowing, which enclose the
field linos in tin; center. Because of the shape of the shielding currents flux lines are also
calk'd vortices.
Vortices interact w ith each other via the Loir'lit z force th a t the shielding currents of
one vortex exert on the magnetic flux enclosed in another vortex [14] :

F = ./x d > 0.

( 1)

Here F is the Lorentz force per unit length on a. flux line, j is the current density at
the position of the flux line due to the vortex current of a neighboring flux lino, and
<I>o is the flux enclosed in one line tim es its direction.

T he Lorentz force leads to a

repulsive' interaction between flux lines, as shown in Fig. 5. Because of this repulsion, the
equilibrium distribution of flux lines in an ideal type II superconductor is a. crystalline
lattice', with flux line's situate'el at the' cen-ners of expiilat.e'ral triangle's.
Flux line's alse) expe'rie'iice a. Loremtz fence' if a. transport eairreiit is flowing through
the; superconductor. The' force' per unit volume' F acting on a. flux line' lattiex' with an

Figure' 5: Repulsive' interaction between two flux line's elue' t,o tlie> Lorentz force'. The'
magne'tie fie'lel in both flux lines is elireedeel intee the; plane' of the' elrawing.
a.ve'iage'el magne'tie: flux elensity B is

F ( f ) = J(r) x B{f)

(2)

where J is the' tra.nspe)rt eanient cle'iisity. The' Lorentz fej>re e' acts equally 011 the' flux line'
lattiex: anel em the' e'lcetrons carrying the' transpeert current. Since the' eairrent, is fixed by the1
beeunelarie's e)f the1 sample!, flux line's are' foreeel to move' through the' sample penpeneliemlar
to the' transpeert eairrent. In an ieh'al type' II supe'rexenehwtor, magne'tie 1 flux line's would
thus cemtinuemsly enter the sample' 011 one' edge, trave'rse' the' sample! anel exit it een the'
either e'elge'.

E n e r g y lo sses —

The' nmvemie'iit of flux line's in a supe'icemehwtor in the' pre'seme-e

eef a. transpeert e'urre'iit is exemme'teel to an energy lerss fremi the* e:urrent, anel thus to an
edex trie: resistance. W hen the' normal e:onelue:ting exere eef a flux line' is meeving through the'
superconductor, the' m aterial right in frenit, of the' flux line1 undergoes a. phase' transition
freem the' supe're:e)iielue*ting phase' to the' normal phase', anel back again, eenex' the' flux line'
has passed. The' phase' transition exists energy if the' flux line' nmve's quickly, anel the' energy
is t.ake'ii from the' transport emrrent th a t elrive's the' flux line'. Aimtlmr re'asem for the' leess
eef energy lie's in the' acex'leration eef non-superexenelueding e'lex treens elue' tee a loem! e'lexdric
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field th a t is generated bv a. moving m agnetic flux line. The accelerated normal conducting
electrons give their kinetic energy back to the crystal lattice and heat is generated. As a
consequence of these effects, ail ideal typo II superconductor always lias a. finite' resistance.

P in n in g —

T he above discussion assumes th at flux linos are moving freely through

the superconductor and the only force acting 011 them is the' Lorentz force. However,
this is true only for idealized superconductors w ithout any m aterial defects. I 11 a realistic
superconductor, there are always defects in the crystal structure' and in the m aterial
composition, which degrade the superconducting phase locally and create small regions
where the m aterial stays norm al conducting even below Tc. Since the creation of flux
linos in a superconductor costs energy, there is an energetic advantage if a flux line passes
through such regions with normal conductivity, thus shortening the; effective length of
the flux lino in the superconducting m aterial. Because of this energy gain, defects in the
superconductor act as potential wells for flux lines, also called pinning sites.
T he Lorentz force acting 011 a flux line; lattice has to be greater than the maximum
pinning force Fp in order to move flux linos. The current density corresponding to the
value whore the Lorentz force equals Fp is called the critical current, density Jc. From
equation 2 one obtains
F

( f )

u ?’ B) = \ m

(3)

If the pinning force is assumed to bo homogeneous throughout the m aterial, the critical
current density is inversely proportional to the local m agnetic flux field.
If a m agnetic field H > Hrl is applied to a. type II superconductor, flux lines enter the
m aterial and are trapped in pinning sites close to the edges of the sample'. They move'
further inside the sample 1 if the' repulsive force from following flux line's is greater than the
m aximum pinning force, which creates a gradient in the' m agnetic held inside' the' sample'.
The' magne'tie- fie'lel elistribution insiek' a. type' II siipe're e)iieliie te)r e-an them be1 e-alemlate'd
freun the' Maxwell expiatum
V x B

= f i oJ( r) ,

(4 )
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Figure 6 : Sketch of th e slab geom etry used in the Bean model. If a magnetic field B a > B (:1
is applied parallel to a slab, flux lines p enetrate into the slab up to a depth w — a, given
by the critical current density.
where

Because the critical current density in general depends on the m agnetic field, finding the
m agnetic flux distribution in this case is not trivial.

2.2

B e a n C ritical S ta te M o d e l

A widely used model to calculate the m agnetic flux distribution inside a type II supercon
ductor is the critical state model proposed by C. P. Bean [7]. It is based on th e assum ption
th a t Jc is a m aterial dependent constant which is independent of the local m agnetic held
B(r). This is in contrast to equation 3, but it can be justified if the m agnetic field is lower
th an the upper critical field of the m aterial, as it is m ostly the cane in high tem perature
superconductors w ith their large H c2. A second assum ption being m ade is th a t H = B / \ i o
inside the superconductor. This is justified if the applied field is significantly higher than
the lower critical field H rl.
Consider the geom etry of a superconducting slab of w idth 2w in the x direction, with
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infinite length and infinite! height in the y and z directions (Fig. (j). A m agnetic field
B a > B rl is applied in the /-direction parallel to the slab.

Dem agnetization can be1

neglected in this case! and th e m agnetic field is constant everywhere outside the slab.
Since in this geometry B{r) || z A m pere’s law (Eq.4) becomes
d B z{x)
dx

f lj0 J y

(a ) •

(G)

W hen B a is increased above B (:i, flux lines sta rt to p enetrate from the sample edges
and they move into the sample as long as the repulsion from other flux lines is greater than
the pinning force corresponding to Jc. They stop moving as soon as a flux distribution
has been reached w ith | J ( f ) | < J c everywhere where flux lines arc! present. The current
density entering equation 6 m ust therefore be JCl and the current and field distributions
inside the slab arc' given by

Jy{x)

Jc

—w < \x\ < —a

0

0 < \x\ < a

- J f.

a < \x I < w

(7;

0 < |x| < a

0

B A x ) = I jUo(|a:| — a)Jc a < |x| < w
Ixl >

Bn

(

8)

W.

T he current and B-field distributions are depicted in Fig. 7. T he length a is the half
w idth of a region in the center of the slab, into which flux line's have not yet penetrated
at a given applied held. It is given by

a = w [1—

Ba

B<

(u;

where a decreases linearly w ith the applied field, and the slab is fully penetrated by
m agnetic flux lines at a characteristic field B s = (lqwJc. In the field free region the
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Figure 7: Magnetic 1 flux density B z {x) and cm rrent density Jy(x) profile's across a slab in
the Bc'ari model, for monotonieally inctreasec 1 applied fie'lels B a.
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Figure 1 8 : Field and current profile' in a sla b if the applied fieM is reversed from B a —
+ 0 .6 B,. to - 0 .8 JS*.
niagiiet ie field is shielded by the se-rc'cning ei irre'iit Jr flowing between the field free region
and the slab surfaees.
T he above etase only holds if a sample is initially in the pure Meissner state, anel the'
magnetic: held is increase*! monotonieally. In general, the flux distribution insider a type' 11
supcanonductor strongly depends on the ina grmtio history of the sample. If, for e'xample,
the 1 field is first rampc'd up monotonieally <mel is tlie'ii e.lex:reasexl to ze'ro, an am ount of
flux stays pinned inside' the slab and keeps a, renianent m agnetization. As an e'.xample,
the held and enrrent distribution in a slab is shown in Fig. 8 for the ease of an applie'd
held ram ped from B a = 0.6BS down to B a == - 0 .8 B,..
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dI
-w

Figure 9: Diagram of a thin film superconductor w ith d <C w and infinite length in a
perpendicular m agnetic field.

2.3

C ritica l S ta te M o d e l for T h in F ilm s

T he Bean model as described in the previous section is good to introduce the general idea
J(y) = Jc = const, but its results only hold for the geom etry of an infinite slab with
parallel m agnetic field. However, this work is concerned w ith thin film superconductors,
and a slightly different model th a t gives current and field density profile across the sample
is needed.
Consider an infinitely long strip of a type II superconductor of thickness d and half
w idth w in a perpendicular m agnetic field (Fig. 9). It is assumed th a t d <C w, but d can
be larger than the London penetration depth A of a Meissner screening current.
The current density in this case is one dimensional, and A m pere’s law (Eq. 4) becomes
. .

dBx

dBz

,
^

Because

of dem agnetization effects the m agnetic field around

curved, and the term ^

can not be neglected as it

.

= -a r -

a r

the sample is strongly

has been inthe Bean model.However,

the basic assum ption Jc = const of the Bean model can still be used.
To calculate the shielding current distribution in a thin superconductor film when a
perpendicular field B a is applied, one assumes th a t there is a constant current with density
Jy(x) = Jc flowing in the outer p arts of the strip a < x < w, where a is the half-width of

(
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a. field free region in the center. This current creates a m agnetic field B ( x ) ^ 0 inside the
strip, which in tu rn has to be shielded by a current, in the field free region. The current,
in the field free region does not have the requirement. Jy(x) = J,., since it flows only as
a response to the current on the outside and is not accompanied by flux penetration. It
still has to be determined.
Conformal m apping m ethods can be used to obtain the distribution of the shielding
current in the field free region [8 ]. T he field free region with half w idth a is m apped onto
a circular cylinder of radius a/2 by a Joukowski transform . Then the shielding current,
on the cylinder surface parallel to its axis is calculated, which shields the inside from the
field generated by a constant current, density J(, flowing outside the cylinder. M apping the
current distribution back onto the thin film yields an analytic expression for the current,
in the field free region, and one obtains the total current density in the thin film

(11)

The w idth of the held free region is
w

( 12 )

w ith the characteristic field for th e film geometry B f = (iq/ ttJ^. T he /-com ponent of the
m agnetic field inside the thin him can be calculated from the current distribution with
the Biot-Sa.vart-law
(13)
and one obtains

(14)
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Figure 10: Field and current density distribution in a thin film in different applied fields
B a, calculated from the critical stale model.
Those are the field and current distributions in a thin him with a perpendicular applied
m agnetic held. They are plotted in Fig. 10.
As in the Bean model for a slab geometry, the held inside a thin him depends on the
magnetic history of the sample. A manifold of different cases can be calculated including
alternating helds, application of a DC transport current in addition to a constant held,
monotonieally increasing held and current, etc. ([8 ], [9]). To describe the experim ents
in this work, the held distribution in a thin him with a constant perpendicular magnetic
held B a and an applied AC transport current I(t) is needed.
This is done here in the following wav:
1 . Calculate' the shielding current distribution from Eq.

11 w ithout the transport

current.
2. Calculate' the' current distribution for the transport current IT and add it to the'
shielding current.
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Figure 11 : Current distribution in a thin film if only a transport, current is applied.
3. Invert the sum of the two current distributions to obtain the B-field profile.
T he current distribution in a film w ith only a transport current and no magnetic: held
applied can be calculated in a way similar to the ease of an applied magnetic: held. By
conformal m apping one obtains

— arctan (V V

Js (x)

\ , \x\ < a

a - x - J ’

^

a < |a:| < w
(16)

Ixl < a

0,

B A x ) = < s ig n ( x ) B f In
s ig n ( x )B f In 7 ^ ^ ' 7 — 7

a < |x| < w

(17)

M > ™

The w idth of the held free region 2 a in this ease is

a = w ^ l - {I t / Q 2

where I c is the critical current corresponding to the full penetration of the strip. The
current distribution in this ease is plotted in Fig. 11.
However, this current distribution is subject to rernanence effects, since the magnetic
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field inside the sample is non-zero. It (‘an not be applied in a straightforw ard way to the
case of a tim e dependent current added to a shielding current. A current distribution th a t
creates no m agnetic field inside the strip is used here to represent, the transport current.
It can be calculated by conformal m apping of a constant current density flowing along
the surface of a cylinder, which doesn’t create a m agnetic field 011 the inside, onto a thin
film[9]. One obtains
Jy(x ) =

, I

7ry w

—x

2

(1<J)

where' I is the m agnitude of the applied tran sp o rt current and w is the sample half w idth.
It has to be noted, th a t this function apparently violates the constraint J ( x) < Jc imposed
by the critical state model, since there are singularities at both edges ± w . However, it
has been successfully employed to interpret experim ental d a ta 011 thin films obtained by
other groups[6 ], and also the results in this work can be interpreted reasonably well with
this function.
To model the data, the tran sp o rt current given by Eq. 19 [9] is added to the shielding
current distribution (Eq. 11 ), and the resulting current profile is inverted to a B-field
profile; w ith the; Biot-Savart, law. Plots of the added current distribution and the; resulting
field distribution for different values of the applied current /'/■ relative to the critical
current I c are shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15.
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Figure 12: P lot of the transport current distribution according to Eq. 19, for different
values of the applied current I t = 0.09/c, 0.44/,;, 1.78I c.
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Figure 13: C urrent (top) and flux density (bottom ) distribution in the case of an applied
field and a small tran sp o rt current I t = 0.09Ic
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Figure 14: C urrent (top) and flux density (bottom ) distribution in the ease of an applied
field and a medium transport eurrent Lr = 0.44Ic
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Figure 15: C urrent (top) and flux density (bottom ) distribution in the ease of an applied
field and a, high tran sp o rt current, /•/• = 1.78/,:

3

M agn eto-O ptical Im aging (M OI)

3.1

Faraday E ffect

To measure the two dimensional m agnetic fiux density distribution in a thin superconduct
ing sample we utilize the m agneto-optical Faraday ('fleet in a. thin film indicator which is
placed 011 top of the sample'. T he Faraday effect describes the rotation of the polarization
vector of linearly polarized light in certain m aterials, when an external m agnetic field is
applied parallel to the propagation direction of the light. The reason for this is an optical
birefringence with the difference in real index of refraction between left and right circu
larly polarized light being proportional to the z-coniponent of tin; local m agnetization of
the m aterial [4].
T he indicator him used for this work is a single crystalline iron garnet thin him with
the composition B i-^F e, G a )$ 0 12- It is ferrim agnetic with an in-plane m agnetization M s.
If an external m agnetic field H z is applied perpendicularly, the m agnetization is rotated
out of plane by an angle
(p = a n ‘ta,n (Hz/H k)

(‘20)

where Hk is the m agnetic anisotropy of the him. T he Faraday rotation angle B /(> of po
larized light incident, perpendicularly 011 the indicator is proportional to the z-eoniponent
of the m agnetization and thus

By,- = cM hsin(d) = cM s sin [aretan (Hz/H k)\ ■

(2 1 )

T he proportionality constant c contains also the distance the light travels in the indi
cator. By using a spatially resolved measurement, of the rotation angle one can image the
distribution of the perpendicular m agnetic field in the indicator and also in the supercon
ductor, because the indicator is kept close to the sample.
To record a two-dimensional m agnetic flux density distribution, the spatial distribution
of the Faraxlay rotation is m easured with a. polarization microscope and a digital camera.
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M alus’s law 1(a) = I 0 sin 2(a) ele4se‘ribe4s tli(' light intensity / transm itter! by a. polarizer, if
the incident light of intensity / 0 is polarizerl at an angle ir/2 + a reTitive4 to the pedarizer.
Tin' intensity transm itted by a pair of crossed polarizers in a. polarizing microscope', with
light polarization rotated in between tin an by the Faraday effect, is obtained by inserting
equation 21 into Mai us's law

I = I 0 sin 2 ( 0 ) = / 0 sin 2 (cAf, sin [arctan (Hz/ H k)\) .

This

(22)

idealized equation can be adapted to realistic conditions by introducing the back

ground light intensity I', which is transm itted by 11011-perfect polarizers in the cross po
larized position, and by including a small deviation A a of the polarizer and analyzer from
the cross-polarized position:

I = I 0 sin 2 (cM s sin [arctan (H zj H^) + A a]) + I ' .

Iq

(23)

is the maximum light intensity th a t can be m odulated w ith the Faraday effect, it

includes any light absorption in the 1 indicator and in both polarizers. The 1 cam era in tin 1
polarizing microscope records a two dimensional intensity distribution I (x , y), and by
inversion of equation 23 one obtains the m agnetic flux density distribution from it:

b(./\ y) = B k: tan

. ,

1

.

aivsm < ——- arcsm

cA 'T

/ / ( a y) \ V
oj
t / -------

1'

. A

h Aa

(24

Fig. 16 shows the4 structure of the indicator. The 4 indicator layer is grown (epitaxially
e>n a Ga — Gd garne't substrate 4 anel has a. thickimss e)f 6 /rm. There 4 is a. inflective layer
(Al) be'leew the 4 inelienten layer-, see the 4 pedarized light passe's the 4 indicator laye4r twierr A
protective; layer- is nerrlerl in e>rele>r to avedel seratnhees of the4 inelienteu while4 memnting it.
e>n the4 superconductor. At an applierl fie'lel, H z = 75()Oe, the4 inelie*a.te)r sinews a Faraday
rotation of l.OSdeg / fim.
The 4 spatial re'sedutiem of the4 magne'tic fie'lel image's merisurerl with magne'to-optical
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Figure 16: T he ferrite-garnet based m agneto-optical indicator. The polarization direction
of light passing through the indicator layer is rotated by an angle 0 proportional to the
local perpendicular m agnetic field.
imaging (MOI) depends strongly on the distance between the indicator and the sample.
If the distance is large the resolution and contrast of th e image decreases. The ideal case
would be an indicator film th a t is grown directly on the sample. However, this is not an
option for the indicator m aterial used here, since a very low defect density is required and
Ga — Gd garnet is needed as a substrate.
In an ideal indicator the spontaneous m agnetization is perfectly in-plane and is ho
mogeneous throughout the film. In reality, however, there can be magnetic dom ains in
the indicator where the Faraday response is different, which are seen as differently shaded
regions in the m agneto-optical images. T he Bloch walls around those regions are seen as
jum ps in the image intensity, which can be as high as 3(1% of the intensity. By averaging
the intensity over a large region, as done in the experim ent by taking line profiles over a
certain width, the effect of such local jum ps can be minimized.
An alternative technique to obtain m agnetic field images would be, for example, to scan
the sample surface w ith a micro Hall probe. This generally provides a higher resolution
(submicron [15]) and also has the advantage th a t the m agnetic field is m easured directly.
However, as the focus of this work is the study of tim e dependent evolution of magnetic
field distributions, a scanning technique w ith serial d a ta acquisition can not provide the
high acquisition speed required for this work. In m agneto-optical imaging d a ta is recorded
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in parallel by taking image's with a. pulsed laser and a. digital camera., which in our ease
ea.li be as fast as a 100 nanoseconds.
Another m ethod would beg to place1 a. erne1- or twei elime'iisiemal array of mieTo Hall
probes on the 1 sample 1 surfaec, whieli ooulel be1 read emt simultaimously anel wemlel proviele1 good time 1 resolution capabilities. A drawback Imre1 is the1 le>w spatial resolution e:»f
suetli arrays, whieli is generally worse1 than what can be1 achieve*! with magneto-optiecl
imaging[16].

3.2

E x p er im e n ta l S e tu p

The 1 general experim ental setup for m agnet o-optienl imaging of superconductors eteinsists
of a. polarizing mieroscope1, imaging equipnmnt sueli as a CCD etamera, an optical eryostat
tlia.t lmlels the1 sample 1 with the 1 m agneto-optical indicator on top of it, as well as an
electrom agnet to apply a field perpenelietular to the sample surfaete, as shown schematically
in Fig. 17.
The 1 objective 1 e>f this thesis is to obtain tinm-reseilve'el images of the 1 fielel elistribution
in supenconeluekeirs with an AC (‘urrent applieal. This re'quires first a. current, semrce and
se'etemel a me'tlmel to synelironize 1image1 rereading with the 1 phase 1 e>f the 1 transpeirt eminent.
In this weak, synchronization is aeTiic'veal by strobe)se;opic illum ination of the 1 inelietator
with nanosecond pulses e>f pelarized laser- light. The 1 pulses are1 em itterl at certain, exactly
e-ontrollable1phase 1points of the1 alternating eminent anel be'tween them no light re'aelies the 1
inelie-ateir (Fig. 17). The 1 exposure 1 time 1 eif an image1 taken with the 1 enmera now is miieli
lemger than the 1 perioel of the1 AC enrrent, se> th a t eum image1 emntains the 1 average1 ewer
many laser pulses. But sine*1 no light re'aelies the 1 inelieatea or the 1 etamera between pulses,
an image1 etemtains inlbrmatiem of the 1 magnetie- fielel elistributiem only at the1 observed
phase 1 point.
In the1 fbllewing, the1 inelivielual etemipements e>f the1 setup are1 piesente'el.
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Figure 17: MOI setup. As light sources a Hg-vapor lam p and a pulsed laser are avail
able, b u t only the laser can be synchronized to the AC current source in order to take
stroboscopic tim e dependent m easurem ents.
3.2.1

Im a g in g E q u ip m e n t

L ig h t S o u rc e —

A diode-pum ped, frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser w ith a wavelength

A = 527n m is used as the light source. Laser pulses w ith a w idth of r = 100ns are gen
erated by Pockels Cell (q-switch). In th e experiment, the laser pulse repetition frequency
(PR F) is varied between 100 - lOQOHz, according to the frequency of the AC current. It
is synchronized with the phase of the current w ith a synchronization circuit described in
section 3.2.2.
The laser light is coupled into an optical fiber and is transferred to the microscope
where it is expanded via a set of lenses which forms a telescope. This telescope was built
in order to optim ize the coupling of the laser light into the microscope and to obtain a
homogeneous intensity distribution in the recorded images. The coherent light from the
laser requires anti-reflection coatings on some of the optical com ponents of th e microscope
(such as beam splitter, windows,...), in order to avoid interference effects.
A Hg vapor lam p is also available in the microscope, but it can only be used to
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take static m agneto-optic image's since' it can neet be' synchronized to the; AC earnout.
How('V('r, the1Hg lam p Inis the advantage erven the1lase'r that, its light is not coherent, and
thus intnrfeaoneo effects elo imt occur.

M ic ro s c o p e —

The' penalizing microscope has been eaistom assenibleel with compo-

iie'iits from Olympus. It is equipped with a. Glan-Tlm mpson polarizer anel a linear po
larizer, providing an extinction ratio of about 1()“ 5. The angle' of the analyzer relative 1
to the; polarizer earn be adjusted manually. The; microscope caii hold fluorite; tension-free;
objectives with magnificntion ranging from 4x to 20x, whieli minimize' depolarization e;ffeets. Feir this work enily the 4x eebjective has be'en eanpleeyeel in oreler to have' a large;
field of view. Aelelitieuially, the rc'solution of the magnedo-eiptical images is more limited
by the distance; be;twe;en the indie;at,or anel the; sample than by the; magnihe'atieui of the;
microscope.

C a m e ra —

A H am am atsu ORCA-ER-1394 CCD cameua is m ounted euito the micao-

senpe to record image;s. The; cam era has a re;solutie>n of 1344 x 1024 pixe'ls anel the; CCD is
peltic.;r cooled to achieve; a. low elark noise; with a. dynamic; range' of 2000 ; 1 . The; exposure;
time' can be' in the range' 10fis < r < 4600s-. In the e;xpe;riment, the; exposure' tim e is
varied in the; range' 20m s < r < 700ms, elepeaieling on the fiociucuiey of the; AC eairreait,
anel thus on the number- of light pulse;s hitting the chip pe;r se'cemel. The' re;e:orele;el image's
are' transferred to a PC for storage-; anel proe:essing.
In order- to eminence' the; fieiel of view, a eleanagnifying aelapt,e;r with a deanagnificntion of
0.63 x has been m ounted be ;t,ween the e;ame;ra anel the micaoseope;. By spatial calibration
the; read length e-orrcsponding to one pixel eif an image' has be;e;n eled.eamined to be' 2.494/em.
The' re'sulting fieiel of view is tlieai 3.35mm x 2.55mm.
The; spatial resolution in this weirk is e'stimate'el on the; basis eif the' numbe;r of pixe'ls.
The' smallest appreciable; feature' has to have' at leaist the; size' of two to t,hre;e' pixels, giving
a, re;se)lutie)ii of about 5/rm to 7.5/rm.
The; spectral sensitivity of the' e;ame;ra has its m aximum at the' wave'leaigth A = 527n m
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Figure 18: Spectral sensitivity of the camera. T he wavelength of the laser is A = 527n m .
of the laser light, as shown in Fig. 18.

C r y o s ta t a n d S a m p le H o ld e r —

T he sample and the indicator are placed inside

a continuous-flow cryostat which is cooled w ith liquid helium. In order to cool YBCO
samples below their critical tem perature of 91A', cooling w ith liquid nitrogen would be
sufficient. However, at liquid nitrogen tem perature the m agnetic flux lines can penetrate
further into the sample and the overall magnetic flux profile is much more homogeneous,
resulting in low contrast of the recorded images. The tem perature range of the cryostat
is 3.5A' to 325A7 m easurem ents were done a t T ~ 24A'.
The sample is m ounted on top of a custom -m ade copper sam ple holder, which in
tu rn is fixed on top of the coldfinger of the cryostat. A small quantity of silver paint is
applied on the bottom of the sample to ensure good therm al conductivity. The indicator
crystal is placed on top of the sample and is fixed to the sam ple holder by two aluminum
strips. Two strips of copper-beryllium provide electrical contact to the sample, which are
m ounted on a teflon substrate in order to insulate them from th e copper sample holder.
Copper-Beryllium is selected as contacting m aterial because it offers a good electrical
conductivity of about 22 % of th a t of annealed copper but a higher m echanical strength,
so th a t good contact is achieved when the sample is cooled down.

T he sample holder also incorporates a therm al sensor and a Hall sensor. T he Hall
sensor is placed about four millimeters below the sample in the center of the sample
holder and measures the m agnetic field along the /-direction perpendicular to the sample
surface. T he distance between the sample and the position of the Hall sensor causes a
slight difference between the m easured field and the field th a t is present in the sample
plane. T he m easured B-field values are corrected for this effect.

M agnet —

An electrom agnet which can deliver magnetic fields parallel to the /-axis

from -65m T to 65m T is m ounted on top of the cryostat. T he sample is placed accurately
in the center of the solenoid, in order to avoid stray fields along the x and y direction,
which would influence the in plane m agnetization of the indicator film and would reduce
the response for an applied field along the /-direction.
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Figure 19: Block diagram of the synchronization scheme. T he phase of the AC current at
which laser pulses are triggered is adjusted w ith a hom e-built synchronization circuit. The
laser pulses are detected w ith a photodiode and are displayed on an oscilloscope together
w ith the tran sp o rt current signal, in order to control the relative phase.
3 .2 .2

S y n c h r o n iz a tio n

An electronic circuit th a t synchronizes the laser pulses with the AC current has been
designed and built up as p art of this work. T he synchronization scheme is shown in Fig.
19.
T he current source can deliver AC currents of custom izable waveform with an ampli
tude of up to 15A. T he current is sent through a load resistor R = 3.80 w ith the sample
in series and is controlled by a separate m ultim eter. T he AC signal is picked up from
the load resistor, displayed on an oscilloscope and sent to th e synchronization circuit as
input. The synchronization circuit then sends a trigger pulse to the laser w ith a finely
controllable tim e delay A t with respect to th e phase 4>= cuAt of the current signal. The
generated laser pulses are then sensed by a photodiode and displayed on the oscilloscope
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together w ith tlm AC signal, in order to precisely determ ine <fi.
A detailed sc-hcmiatic: of the synchronization circuit can he found in the appendix. T in 1
circuit is based 011 the tim er chip IC 555, which, in m onostable operation mode, generates
a. pulse with a. tim e delay after an incoming trigger signal based 011 the discharge time
of a. capacitor. By varying the resistance of a. potentiom eter in series with the capacitor,
the discharge tim e and thus the tim e delay can bo controlled. T he time; delay is given by
A t = 1.1 RCA where R is the1 resistance of the potentiom eter and C is the capacitance'.
The circuit, consists of two delay stages in series: one th a t is finely controllable; and
a second, more' coarse' one', th a t aelels another- delay to the' first one1 in older to overcome*
the; intrinsic* lim itation of the; IC 555 chip th a t it can only cover- 95% of the; duty cycle'.
By adding another delay with a second tim er chip it is possible* to get <j>> 2it. This is
nc'C'dc'd in order to take; image's over the whole; AC current cye:le; and also to assure; th at
image's taken at (j) = 2tt + e are* consistent w ith those' taken at <p = e.
The output signal of the circuit is amplified by an SRS voltage' amplifier- bc'fore; bc;ing
sent, to the; laser Q-switch.

3.3

C a lib ra tio n

For cpiantitativc' magnc'to-optical mc'asurcrncnts, the' system of light sourer', indicator,
and cam era has to be' calibrated. The 1 calibration lias been done' imm ediately bc'fore; tin 1
experim ent, with the; sample; anel the; inelicntor m ounted in tlicrr respective; position for the*
experiment,. A series of magnc'to-opticnl image's is taken w ith the' applied B-fiold increased
from B a = 0m T to 65m T in steps of about 2rriT. I 11 cncli image', the; average intensity
in an area far away from the' sample' is calculated, anel it is plotter! against the* magnetic
field to get, the; calibration enrve;.
One' calibration image' take'ii at 65m T is shown in Fig. 20 and the' aica where' the*
intensity is extracted is marked at the; top and the* bottom of the' image' (the; region of
interest,). The* calibration eairvr is shown in Fig. 21. A laser pulse- repetition ficcpic'iic'y eb
1 k H z anel an exposure' time' of 20ms have' been used for c-alibration. Since the' Faraday
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effort is slightly tem perature-dependent, the ea.libra.tion lias been doin' at about the same
tem perature as in the actual experim ents (T = 18/e).
The calibration param eters determ ined by fitting equation 24 to the data, points in
Fig. 21 are
Bk
175.43

C M s.
2.1115

70
328.5

An
0.009(1597

/'
14.35

The influence of the sample on image's used to calibrate' the' imaging system is not
wan tee I. However, the' alternative! of calibrating the' system in a separate run after taking
elat. a. woulel require to Imat up the system, to icmeive' the inelien.tor and the sample', and
te m ount the inelicateir again. This procedure has be'en found to have an influemce e>n
the 1 pa.rame'te'rs / ', I 0 anel A a , which have to be1 kimwn exactly for quantitative magnetoe>ptiem.l imaging. Calibration images are thus taken with the' sample' in place', anel the
legion of interest is cheisem sufficiently far away from the' sample' in eirelen* to minimize' its
influe'iiec.
The' image' intensity de'penels on the inagneto-eiptical elfeet, but also on the' number
erf lase'r pulses hitting the1 CCD elrip eluring one' e'xpeisiue time' perie)el.

Before being

e-alibrate'el, the' intensity of an image taken at a eertain esxposmc time' anel frequency has
to be1 eeirverted to m atch the num ber of pulse's pen e'xpeismc time' eif the image's use'd
for recording the' calibration curve-!. The light intensity eif an image' approxim ately has a
linear relation with enpeismc tim e anel frequency

I = f * t * sig + B

(25 )

wheie I is the' image' intensity, f is the' frequency, r is the' exposure time' anel sig is
the1 intensity eif eiim Faraday reitatcel lase'r pulse' as it is legistcicel by the' canie'ra, One1
weiulel e'xpeet the' iiiteuisity to be zero if no light pulse' hits the' canie'ra., but experim entally a.
backgreiunel intensity B is observed, whieli is att.ribut.eel to a. e'onstant noise' in the' came era.
If B is ele'te'iniine'el, an image' can be e-onverted freim erne' se't eif frequency anel c'xposmc
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Figure 2 0 : M agneto-optical image used for calibration. T he field on this image is B —
65 m T .
tim e to another w ith the relation

h

=

3 .4

S-P - ( h B )
JiM

(26)

S am p les

The samples studied in this work are m ultilayered Y B a 2C u20 7s / Y2B a C u 0 5 thin films
grown by pulsed laser deposition. The YBa-2C u z 0 7s

are complete layers with 6 nm to

15nm thickness, in between two such layers there is one layer of isolated, disk shaped
Y2B a C u 0 7>nano-particles w ith a height of ln m to 2nm. The Y2B a C u 0 5 nano-particles
are included in order to strongly enhance flux pinning. The area density of these particles
is estim ated ~ l() 11cm -2 , which theoretically allows them to pin a flux density of B ^ 2T
(assum ing th a t one disk can pin one flux line containing a flux T = 2.07 x 10_11T - cm 2).
T he thickness of the sample is not precisely known, it lies between 250nm and 350nm.

B (mT)

100

Calibration parameters:
Bk = 175.43
cMs =2 .1 1 1 5
l0

= 328.50

Aa
I'

= 0.0096597
= 14.35

240
intensity (a.u.)

Figure 21: C alibration curve for quantitative m agneto-optical m easurem ents. The tem 
perature is T = 18K, the laser prf is 1000H z , and the exposure tim e of the cam era is
r = 20 m s.
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Figure 22: O ptical m icrograph of a YBCO sample.
The films are grown on a L aA lO 3 substrate, the overall size of the samples with the
su b strate is roughly 10mm x 5m m . The sample is bridged using a photolithographic
technique, in order to decrease the critical current. T he bridge length is 3m m and the
w idth 2w — 471pm. An optical m icrograph of the sample is shown in Fig. 22.
A critical tem perature of Tc = 91 A’ has been determ ined from AC susceptibility mea
surem ents. A plot of th e DC resistance versus tem perature is shown in Fig. 23. Trans
port m easurem ents a t 77K show a critical current density J J J 7 K ) = 1.5 x 106A /c m 2,
an extrapolation of the tem perature dependence of Jc to T = 10 A' yields JC(10K) =
55 x 106A / c m 2.

6U

a
LC
Tc = 91k

50

100

150

200

250

300
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Figure 23: DC resistance versus tem perature curve for a YBCO thin film sample.

4

Frequency D ep en d en t M easurem ents

T he m agnetic field distribution in the sample w ith an applied AC current has been mea
sured at different frequencies of the applied current, in order to determ ine if tim e de
pendent m agnetic effects, such as therm ally activated flux creep, lead to a frequency
dependence in the m agnetic field distribution.
T he sample is zero field cooled to T = 24K .

W hen the sample has reached the

tem perature, a perpendicular m agnetic field B a — 10m T is applied and an AC transport
current with sine waveform and am plitude I,nax = 8 .54A is sent through the sample.
T he frequency is varied in the range / = 100H z .. . 1000H z w ith a stepsize of 100H z.
T he exposure tim e for the images has been chosen so th a t at each frequency the images
contain inform ation at one phase point averaged over 20 to 50 cycles of the current.
At each frequency five m agneto-optical images are taken: one each at the maximum,
m inimum and the zero phase point of th e current, and one each between the m aximum
and zero and between zero and the minimum.
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Figure 24: M agneto-optical images of the bridge at / = 1000H z , taken at the maximum,
zero and m inimum phase points of th e AC current. The intensity profiles obtained by
averaging parallel to the bridge are shown below the images.
As an example, the images recorded at / = 1000H z are shown in Fig. 24. Due to
the Meissner effect the m agnetic field is expelled from the sample center, and the images
are dark in th a t region because there is no Faraday rotation. Due to dem agnetization
the flux density is increased at the sample edges, and the edges are seen as bright areas
in the images. T he influence of the tran sp o rt current can clearly be seen in the change
of intensity at the left and the right edge, when the images at maximum and minimum
current are compared. At the zero point of the current, the intensity at both edges is
approxim ately equal.
For further quantitative analysis the intensity is averaged parallel to th e bridge to
give one dimensional profiles. In the profiles, the effect of local defects in the indicator
is m ostly averaged out. Fig. 24 shows only a p art of the recorded images w ith emphasis
on the sample. The full images extend laterally over about six tim es the sample width,
which is an advantage for the accurate inversion of a calibrated intensity profile to obtain
the current distribution in the sample.
T he profiles recorded at different frequencies and image exposure tim es are not directly
com parable in intensity values because the num ber of laser pulses contributing to one
image is different. The intensity profiles are thus corrected as described in section 3.3.
Fig. 25 shows a plot of the image intensity as a function of the num ber of light, pulses,
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Figure 25: Intensity of MOI images versus the num ber of collected light pulses, which is
given by the product of current frequency and exposure time. A y-axis offset, B = 13.8±1.4
is obtained from a linear fit, it is needed as a param eter in the exposure tim e correction
with equation 26.
which has been obtained from the set of frequency dependent images at the zero phase
point of the current.

It is used to determ ine the param eter B for the exposure tim e

correction. The behavior is linear in good approxim ation w ith a background intensity
B % 0 , which justifies the phenomenologic equation 25. By extrapolation to f r = 0 one
finds a m ean offset
B « 13.8 ± 1 .4

(27)

from three such plots at the three phase points. Using equation 26, one can then convert
the intensity profiles recorded at different frequencies to the frequency / = 1000772: and
exposure tim e r = 20 m s th a t has been used for the calibration.
The converted intensity profiles at the three phase points are shown in Figs. 26
28. A detailed discussion of the shape of the profiles and the behavior with the phase of
the current is given in section 5, the focus of this section is only on fequency dependent
effects.
Figs. 26 - 28 show th a t there is a small difference in the intensity between profiles
at different frequencies. As can be seen in the insets of Fig. 26, there is a spread of
about 13 intensity units (ss 16%) in the peak height at m aximum tran sp o rt current on
the right sample edge, w ith the curve at 300H z being the highest and 1000772: being the
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Figure 26: Frequency dependent intensity profiles at m aximum AC current. T he broken
lines m ark the edges of the sample.
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Figure 27: Frequency dependent intensity profiles at zero phase point of the AC current.
T he broken lines m ark the edges of the sample.
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Figure 28: Intensity profiles across the bridge for different frequencies at the m inimum of
the tran sp o rt current.
lowest. In the sample center the intensity values are spread by « 0.9 corresponding to 6%,
with 400H z having the highest intensity and 200H z having the lowest. This difference is
consistent on all three phase points. However, there is no clear trend with the frequency,
and the positions of im portant features, such as the flux penetration front and the peaks
are constant w ithin about ± 2 pixels. Furtherm ore, the intensity should be the same for
all frequencies at positions where there is clearly no m agnetic field, such as in the sample
center.
T he observed effect is thus considered to be an artifact due to the imperfect exposure
tim e correction, w ith an error in the param ter B of about 10% 27. To elim inate this
artifact the intensity profiles are normalized according to the relation y' = X y + Z , where
the param eters X and Y are chosen such th a t the frequency dependent profiles at one
phase point (minimum phase) overlap with the profile at / = 1000 H z on two different
points (points of lowest and highest intensity). The same norm alization param eters are
used to transform the profiles at all three phase points at one frequency.
T he normalized profiles are shown in Figs. 29 - 31. For completeness, the normalized
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Figure 29: Normalized intensity profiles for different frequencies at m aximum transport
current.
profiles have also been calibrated (section 3.3) and the resulting B-field distributions are
shown in Figs. 32 - 34.
It can clearly be seen th a t the normalized frequency dependent m agnetic flux distrib
utions at all three phase points overlap strikingly well. The regions where there is some
deviation from perfect overlap, as on the rough parts on the left side of the profiles, can
be a ttrib u ted to defects in the indicator which have not been completely averaged out.
In a defect the indicator’s response to a m agnetic field is different than in the rest, and
the exposure tim e correction as well as the calibration with the param eters used for the
intact p arts of the indicator do not apply exactly.
From these results it can be concluded th a t there is no appreciable frequency de
pendent effect in the m agnetic behavior of the superconductor, for AC currents in the
frequency range of 100H z < f < 1000H z. Flux jum ps and therm ally activated relax
ation apparently do not have an influence on the frequency behavior in this low current
and low tem perature regime.
At tem peratures closer to Tc, therm al activation of flux m otion is more likely and flux
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Figure 30: Normalized intensity profiles for different frequencies at the zero phase point
of the tran sp o rt current.
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Figure 31: Normalized intensity profiles for different frequencies at the minimum of the
transport current.

Figure 32: Magnetic flux density profiles across the bridge for different frequencies at
m aximum tran sp o rt current. The flux density has been m anually set to B = 0m T in the
sam ple center.
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Figure 33: Magnetic flux density profiles across the bridge for different frequencies at the
zero phase point of the tran sp o rt current. T he flux density has been m anually set to
B = OraT in the sample center.
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Figure 34: M agnetic fiux density profiles across the bridge for different frequencies at the
minimum of the tran sp o rt current. The flux density has been m anually set to B — 0m T
in the sample center.
creep might play a greater role especially at low current frequency, where the B-field is
varying slowly. At higher B-fields, the probability of flux jum ps during the current period
increases and those might introduce a frequency dependence of the profiles.

5

P h ase D ep en d ent M easurem ents

MO image's are1 taken at 25 equidistant phase 1 angle's erven erne1 (am ent penie>ei at 1000H z.
As in the1 fre'epiency ele'pe'neh'iit nmasuremiemts, the 1 aniplitnek 1 erf the1 applied sine1 current.
0 I max — 8.54A anel a. penpemelieaihir m agnetic fiedel B a = lOmT is applied. The 1 sample1
has berm eurerle'el in zerer fiedel ter a tem perature 1T = 22K . The 1 e'xpersnre1 time1 erf erne1 image1
is 50ms, it thus contains informatiern erf erne1 phase1 perint averaged erven- 50 e'yedes erf the1
eairre'iit. Intensity line1 prerfiles over the1 sample 1 enerss se'e-tiem axe1 taken frerm the1 image's,
anel they are1 processed anel calibrated in the1 same wav as in the1 fre'epieimy ek'penelent
nie'asureniemts.

M a g n e tic F ie ld —

The1 resulting magne'tie- fiedel prerfile's erver the 1 h ist anel second half

wave1 erf the 1 eairre'iit are1 shewn in Figs. 35 anel 30, the1 same1 prerfile's with fereais ern the1
imperrtant pe'ak strue-ture1 are slierwn in Fig. 37.
As seam in Figs. 35 anel 30 the1 magnetie- fiedel appreraedies the 1 applied fiedel erf 10mT fan
outside the1 sample1, wliiedi is an inelierition th a t tiler calibration is equirutitativedv correct.
T in 1 wiggles in the range 1 x < —2.5m anel at x « + 2 m are1 artifacts wliiedi are' attrilmte'd
ter Bleredi walls in the 1 inelie*ator. By com paring Figs. 35 anel 30 erne1 finels th at B-prerfik's
e-errre'sperneling ter the1same transperrt current in the 1 ek'ene'asing anel increasing eairre'iit half
wave1 are1 ieleaitieatl. This is an inelication th a t remane'iiee' effects e*a.n be1 neglected in these
nmasuremiemts. Alser, profiles at phase 1 angle's where the1 transperrt currents are1 e'epial in
magnituek' but have1 erppersit.e elire'ct.iern are1 ferunel ter be1 sym m etric ter each ertlier.
The fiedel peaks at the1 sample 1 edges change alrerut lOrnT in liedght as the1 eairre'iit
ediange's frerm maximum ter minimum, anel tlmy lnervc frerm im m ediately erutsiele the1sample 1
edge ter alrerut 14pm insiek1 the1 sample1. At the 1 eairre'iit extrem a, a. elip in the1 magne'tie
fiedel forms erutsiele1 erne1 erf the sampler edges at |.r| ~ 1.00m. The 1 magne'tie' fiedel insiek1 the1
sample 1 has an apprerximatedy liimar graelieait erf

^ 117.5T /m , it re'aedies zerer ad the1

flux penie'tratiern frernt at a = (0.73 ±0.01)m .
W ithin the1 regiern |.r| < a the 1 magne'tie' hedel has been sed ter OmT manually. The 1
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lcasem for this me'asure' is th at t.h(‘ e-alibratiem function (Eq. 24) strongly amplifies noise
in the intensity at low intensity levels I ~ J(OmT), due to the vertical gradient 8 B /8 1
(if A o ~ 0). A small level of noise in tin 1 recorded images in the sample center results in
oscillations of several niT around B = 0 rnT. The B-field profiles are thus set to OmT in
the sample center region. The kink in the B-field profile originating from this m easure at
the edges of the center region has been removed by smoothing.
The transport current has only little influence on the* m agnetic field inside' the' sample',
apart from the1 meivemient of the penk. T he field in the' linear range' ine‘misers by remghly
1.7toT as the adjacent pe-ak ine:re'ase's from minimum te> m aximum in one' half perie>el eif
the' eairre'iit. The' flux pemedratiem front is estim ated to vary by leiss tlia.n 4/xm, wliiedi is
within the stateel spatial unecrta.inty of the; m easurem ent. An im portant result at this
pemit is th a t flux jum ps are' not observed at, any point e>f the' phase' eif the AC current. A
jum p would be' eibse'rved, if in the' transition fremi one1 phase' pemit to the' next the' flux
elemsity insiek' the sample' weiuld ineacase' signifienntlv.
If the' flux elemsity profilers at all phase' points aic integrated, one obtains the' total
magne'tie' flux through the' regiem of an image'. This flux shoulel be' iiiele'pemelemt of the'
transpeirt emrrent, sine'e' flux line's are' only expelled fremi the-' sample! anel are' not geme'rated
eir ek'streiye'eh anel the' self held of the' enrrent, shemlel give' nei net. emntributiem if it is
integrated within symmedrie: bounelarie's. The' e'alculate'el magne'tie: flux is <I> « 3.1b x
10~8V7s, it va.riers less than 2% oven the' enrrent periexl. This value' is in gooel agmmiemt.
w ith the' flux <bihc.nry = H-18 x 10~8Vhs fremi a liomegene'ous flux elemsity B = 10m7:
multiplie'el by the' image' men (2551.4jum x 1247.0firn). This is another inelie*ation for the'
magne'tei-eiptie-al imaging teelmiepie' be'ing epiantitativedv eeiire'e t .
Because' eif the' nemline'ar enlibration funetiem, the' e-rreir in the! magne'tie- fiedel is ne.it
stra.ightforwa.rel to estimate: base'el em the' re'sults fremi the' frequency elepemelemt, me'asuicme'iits (sex! inse'ts of Fig. 2b), one- earn assume' an e-rror in intensity of abemt ±0.45 (on a
se-ak' of 0. . .255) for the' lenve'st intensity value's anel eif abemt ±b.5 for the' value's at the'
pe'a.ks. Afte'r e-alibratiem this give's an asymmetrie: e-rror in the' B-he'lel a.t leiw intensitie's
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Figure 35: B-field profiles for the first half of the current period.
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Figure 36: B-field profiles for the second half of the current period.
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Figure 37: B-field profiles w ith focus on one sample edge for both half cycles.
A B iaw + = 1.2m T and A Biow_ = 2 A m T . For the peak intensity the error is approxi
m ately sym m etric with A B ptak ss 2.3m T . The average error in the m agnetic field is then
estim ated with A B ^ ± 2 .0 m T .

C u r r e n t D e n s ity —

The current distribution in the sample is calculated from the B-

field profiles by inverting the Biot-Savart law. The inversion procedure is described in the
appendix B, it yields the current density in a thin film integrated over the film thickness
d in units A /m .

In the inversion a distance between the sam ple and the indicator of

h = 0 .0 Ire = 2.35/rm has been assumed, which is justified during the following comparison
w ith the model.
T he resulting phase dependent current density profiles are shown in Figs. 38 and 39.
The current density has the structure of a shielding current as predicted by the critical
sta te model, to which a tim e dependent transport current is added. The distribution of
the transport current is not homogeneous, as shown by the different spread of the profiles
between maximum and m inimum tran sp o rt current at different positions on the sample.
T he current density th a t appears to be non zero outside the sample is an artifact th a t can
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Figure 38: C urrent density profiles for the first half of the current phase.
be attrib u ted to the sm oothing effect of the distance h between sample and indicator.
T he current density profiles in Figs. 38 and 39 are integrated in the range —1 <
x /w < + 1 , in order to obtain the tim e dependent transport current through the sample.
T he integrated current is shown in Fig. 40 together with the expected sine current with
am plitude 8.54A
T he current obtained by integration of the MOI profiles appears to have an am plitude
th a t is significantly lower th an w hat is expected from the applied current. It can be fit
w ith a sine wave w ith am plitude Imax = 5.92,4 and a y-axis offset / 0 = —0.3821, which is
a reduction in AC current of about 30%. It is not entirely clear what the origin of this
discrepancy is. An obvious explanation would be, th a t p a rt of the transport current has
bypassed the sample over a shortcut through the cryostat. However, all current carrying
wires were electrically isolated, and the sam ple itself is superconducting so th a t a norm al
conducting shortcut parallel to the sample would not divert much current from it.
A nother reason for the reduced tran sp o rt current can be an underestim ation of the
distance h between the indicator and the sample in the inversion. A larger distance would
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Figure 39: C urrent density profiles for the second half of the current phase.
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Figure 41: C urrent density profile calculated assuming different values for the distance
between h sample and indicator, h = 0 .01 m ss 0.35/im.
lead to higher current density values, since the current needed to create a certain observed
m agnetic field in the indicator is higher when th e indicator is farther away from the sample.
T he increase in the current density if a higher value of h is used in the inversion is shown
in Fig. 41. However, the increase in current density with h is only small for reasonable
h < 20fim and this can not completely account for the current discrepancy. T he value
h = 0.01 used in the inversion above is determ ined in the following modeling section. The
question of the reduced tran sp o rt current rem ains open.

M o d e lin g —

The predictions of the m odel described in Sec. 2.3 are com pared to the

experim ental results by fitting the theoretical m agnetic flux distribution to the measured
ones obtained at five different phase points. T he param eters entering the model are the
tran sp o rt current Fp, th e critical current density Jc in the form of the characteristic field
for thin him geometry B j = d/x0 J c/ 7r, the applied held B a as well as th e sample-indieatordistance h. T he fitted and the experim ental m agnetic profiles at the five selected phase
points as well as the corresponding current density profiles are shown in Figs. 42 to 53.

From the fits at all phase points a characteristic field B /• = 12 m T is found. Assuming
a. sample thickness of d = 300 ± 50nm this give's a. critical current, density -Jr = ( 10.0 ±
1.7) x 1010A /m 2). The param eter h has the' e'ffert of sm oothing out the singularities
in the B-field distribution at the sample edges, it is determ ined so th a t the smoothed
peaks in the theoretical curve's fit the experim ental peaks best. From the fits, a distance
h = 0 .01 m = 2.35fim is obtained.
In Figs. 42 and 43 the experim ental field profile's at the' m aximum and the minimum
phase' e>f the 1transpeut eurre'iit are' slmwn, toge'ther with t,heore'tie*al eairve's eibtained using
the 1applied e'urre'iit Fy = ±8.54A. In Figs. 40 anel 48 the; same' eairve's are' shown using the'
transport current. I T = ±5.92,4 eibtained by integrating the' MOI eairreait elemsity profile's
at the1 re'spemtive phase' points (ph)tte'el in Fig. 40). Cemiparing Figs. 42 anel 40 and
Figs. 43 anel 43 oim finels th a t the overlap e>f the' moek'l eairve's with the e'xperinmntal
e>ne's is signifieaintly betteir if the' MOI integrated eairre'iit a t those' phase peiints is used. In
Figs. 42 anel 43 the' fiedel elue to the transpeirt e*urre'iit is oveax'stimated, e'spe'eaally outsieh'
the' sample' anel in the leiweu peak at both phase' points. This indietatcs, th a t the' eairreait
obtained freun the' MOI eairreait eleaisity prohk's is the1 true' transpeirt eairreait threnigh the'
sample', anel th a t the're has beeni a sheirteait th at diverted semie' eairreait from the' samples
In the feilleiwing the' flux eleaisity profilers enikailated from the' nioeh'l assuming the' MOI
integrated e'urre'iit are1 etompared to the' experim ental eairve's, as slmwn in Figs. 40 to 48.
Geumrally it is fbunel th a t the moelel e'xplains the' elata leasemably we'll. In ele'tail one' finels
th a t
• the' B-fie'lel enitsieh' eif the' sample' at \x \/w > 1.4 is ek'seaabed ve'rv well by the' moek'l
at all phase' points.
• the' flux peaie'tratiein frenit at x ~ 0.73m is leproelue-ed we'll.
• the' he'ight eif the' lowea one' of the' two majeir peaiks neair the' sample' edge's is lepreielue'eel we'll at nmst phase' peiints. The- highe'r peatks seem tei be' eivere'stimated in the1
moek'l.
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Figure 42: Experim ental and theoretical flux density profile at m axim um tran sp o rt cur
rent. T he theoretical curve is calculated assum ing a current ip = 8 .54A
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Figure 43: Experimental and theoretical flux density profile at minimum transport cur
rent. The theoretical curve is calculated assuming a current 7p — —8.54,4.
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• the lower peaks are shifted inside the sample by about 0.05u>.
• the experim ental dux density in a region of ;19
1 4 0 .2 m from the; sample edge is
higher th an predieted bv the model. The m aximum difference between model and
experim ent in this region is about 5.5m T .
T he observed shift of the peaks and the increased flux density in the sample; show,
that, the flux th a t is penetrating the sample is higher th an predicted by the model. This
increased flux penetration could be; explainer! with therm ally activated flux crer'p into
the; sample, wliiedi is not included in the; mealed. Flux creep has not berm observer I to
etause; a fr(;epie;ne;y ele;pe;ndent e;ffcct (se;e pluvious scrdion 4). If it (muses a highe;r flux
peaieTration into the; sample as proposerl here;, this menus th a t flux e;re;e;ps very epiicklv
anel the; time;scale; for the aelelitional flux to ente;r the sample is muedi shorter- than the AC
current, frerjucmcy.
Ce>mparing the the;e)re;tical and the; experim ental eairreait eleaisity preifiles in Figs. 49
to 53 one finds th a t
• tliear; is good oveamll agreement be;tweeai model and e;xpe;rime;ntal eairves in the fiedel
frer; re'gion in the; sample eeaitea at all phase' points.
• at all phase' pehnts the; smaller one of the two m ajor peaks shows the; rounelerl shape'
th a t is also prerlietoel by the; mealed.
• the; pemks in the' experim ental eairreait eleaisity profile; at zero phase' point (ser; Fig.
49) are narrower- anel higher- by about 20% (6 k A /m ) than prerlicterl. Alsei the' smallerearns of the; two pemks at other phase' points are' larger- than the' tlmore'tical prerliedion
by about this am ount. This emu be' due1 to the1 obse'rverl ineTemse1 in the; am ount of
magne'tie- flux insiek' the sample, which ineremse's the; shiedeling eairreait, eleaisity at the
pemks.
• the; higher- pemks do not slmw a. pronemneerl timer' of the; singularity in the; therne'tieml curreait, eleaisity. This emu be' explainerl with the; elistmner; be;t,werai samjile; and

indicator, which rounds the high and thin peaks in the current density at the sample
edges.
In general it is found th a t the model predicts the results well. The basic assum ption of
the model is, th a t the tran sp o rt current distributes in such a way, th a t the self field inside
the sam ple is zero. Because the self field is zero, the shielding current distribution th a t
results from an external m agnetic field is not influenced by the transport, current, and the
to tal current density distribution is simply the addition of the tran sp o rt current and the
shielding current. The m agnetic field profiles th a t result from current distributions based
on this simple assum ption are in good agreement with our m easurements.
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Figure 44: Experim ental and theoretical flux density profile at zero transport current.
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Figure 45: Experimental and theoretical flux density profile at intermediate transport
current.
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Figure 46: Experim ental and theoretical flux density profile a t m aximum tran sp o rt cur
rent. The range where the experim ent shows a higher flux penetration than predicted
by the model is marked, as well as the m aximum difference in this region between the
experim ental and the theoretical flux density.
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Figure 47: Experimental and theoretical flux density profile at negative intermediate
transport current.
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Figure 48: Experim ental and theoretical flux density profile at m inimum tran sp o rt enr
rent.
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Figure 49: Experim ental and theoretical current density profile at zero transport current.
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Figure 50: Experim ental and theoretical current density profile at interm ediate tran sp o rt
current.
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Figure 51: Experimental and theoretical current density profile at maximum transport
current.
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Figure 52: Experim ental and theoretical current density profile at negative interm ediate
transport c u rren t.
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Figure 53: Experimental and theoretical flux density profile at minimum transport cur
rent.
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6

C onclusions

The spatial m agnetic field distribution in a YBCO thin film in the high frequency AC
current regime has been studied with time-resolved quantitative m agneto-optical imaging
at T « 24A'.
It has been found th a t in the frequency range 100 H z . . . 1000H z the m agnetic field
distribution shows no appreciable dependence on the frequency of the applied current.

A study of the m agnetic flux and the current distribution as a function of the phase of
the applied current has been done. It shows th a t flux jum ps do not occur at any point of
the phase. T he tim e dependent m agnetic field distribution in the sample can be described
by a model which assumes, th a t the self-field of the tran sp o rt current inside the sample
is zero, and th a t the to tal current distribution can be described as the sum of a shielding
current and the transport current distribution.
The observed differences between the model and the results can be a ttrib u ted to
therm ally activated flux creep into the sample.

A p p en d ix A — Synchronization
Figures 54 and 55 show the schematics of the two synchronization stages.
Both delay stages use 15-turn potentiom eters with a resistance 0{} < R < 100 k il .
In the; first stage 12 different capacitances C with 50n F < C < lfiF can be selected
corresponding to 12 delay ranges A<j>niax between 1.1 m s and 110ms.

This variety of

capacitances ensures th a t for frequencies in the range 20 H z < f < 1000 H z a maximum
tim e delay approxim ately equals the AC current period is always available, which allows
fine; control of the delay over the whole period using the; full range' of the potentiom eter.
The' second deday stage features only two capacitances because this delay does not have
to be as finely tunable as the first one, since it is ju st added the first one as a constant.
The circuit is powered by a ±121/ DC voltage, which is stabilized against voltage*
peaks originating from within the circuit, as shown in Fig. 56.
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A p p en d ix B — Inversion
This section describes the m ethod used to obtain the current density profile in a thin him
sample', by m easuring the m agnetic field distribution at a distance h above the him. Let
a. one-dimensional current density j y(x) how along the v direction in the x-y-plane. The
perpendicular magnetic, held B z (x. h) created by this current at a distance h above the
x-y-plane is given by the Biot-Savart-law

= an.
r
?( x' ix){xJ
2tr J_x
~ x ' ) i + hi

'

(28)’
V

Discretizing th(' integral 011 a grid of N points x n, corresponding to the num ber of pixels
in a. profile, gives

p (r

u\

B ^ m„ 0

/x°

- ^

h i x n){pcm -

Xn ) A

{Xm _ X n r + h A i

ror .

(2 J )

71= 0

where A x is the distance corresponding to the w idth of one pixel. The integral kernel,
which consists solely of geometric term s, is a square m atrix of size N x N

T he discretized Biot-Savart law can then be w ritten as a m atrix equation, where the
discrete line profiles of th e m agnetic field and current density are vectors of dimension N

Bz =

'M -jy.
Z7T

(31)

If two slightly different discretization grids for the current and the B-field are used, such
th a t x m 7^ x n for all n, m, the diagonal elements of M are non-zero and the m atrix can
be inverted. One then gets the discretized one-dimensional current distribution in a thin
film, th a t creates a given m agnetic field profile at a distance h above the film

jy = — M ”1 • B*.

(32)

T he larger the distance h between the indicator and the sample is, the more the m agnetic
field distribution in the indicator plane is smoothed. On the other hand, small noise in
a m easured B-field profile becomes greatly amplified during the inversion to a current
distribution, if h is large. The threshold in h below which one obtains reasonable current
density profiles w ithout too much noise is about h < A x « 2.5fim .
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